MEMBERS RECEIVE 20% OFF
Greetings from the Marketplace at the Wing Luke Museum

API Heritage Month Celebration, cherry blossoms, and spring-time awakening - May brings in a new season to 2019 and with it, a breath of fresh air!

In May we celebrate our wonderful mothers and in June, our fathers. We’re sure you’ll find unique gifts for your family and friends here at the Wing Luke Museum’s Marketplace. Thank you so much for your continued support.

The Museum Services Team

CHILDREN BOOKS

THE CAMBODIAN DANCER SOPHANY’S GIFT OF HOPE Did you know that every country has their own dance? Learn the ways of a Cambodian dancer. Each movement comes with a story behind it both in English and in Khmer. $7.99

SHUBH RAATRI BOST GOOD NIGHT FRIEND
Start a new tradition by saying Good Night Friend before going to bed, and learn a little Hindi along the way. $9.95
THE PANDA IS FAT
Love pandas? So do we! This book will make you smile and laugh with its fun and the cute drawings of Punching Panda’s daily life. $18.00

MANDARIN CHINESE PICTURE DICTIONARY
Learn fun phrases such as “I Love you” and “We are friends!” This book is full of colorful pictures and will make learning Mandarin fun and easy. $15.95

PAGTULOG NA NENE A HILIGAYNON LULLABY
Pagtulog na Nene is a gentle, sweet lullaby with a flowing rhythm. This book comes in English and Hiligaynon, a language from the Pana Island in Western Visayas, Philippines, and has beautiful illustrations of a mother and child by Hermes Alegre. $6.99

Check out our stuffies, too!
OKINAWAN PRINCESS: DA LEGEND OF HAJICHI TATTOOS  A transpacific feminist fairy tale, this beautifully illustrated work is written in Hawaiian Pidgin and translated in Japanese and the endangered Okinawan language called Uchinaaguchi. A tale for all readers, the legend illuminates an ancient tradition and pushes back against normative standards of beauty. When the Okinawan Princess is kidnapped by Japanese pirates, will she wait for someone to save her or will she be able to outwit her captors? Find out in May! $18.95

JEWELRY

MOTHER’S DAY is Sunday, May 12, 2019! Be prepared with a special gift!

ATTRANGI JEWELRY
Attrangi Jewelry is anything but minimalist. These glamorous pieces are made with bright gemstones and pretty pearls that are perfect for fancy occasions. $90-$120

Available in May 2019. Call now to reserve your copy over the phone at 206-623-5124 x 202.
SWEET & SOUR JEWELRY
Made with vintage objects such as bone mahjong, Phyllis Liu’s jewelry designs are a fun and delicate homage to cultural heritage with a contemporary twist. $18-$42

All current members receive a 20% discount coupon in the mail May 2019. Renew at wingluke.org/membership
HAPA CRAFTS BY SARA CLAYTON
Cute handmade polymer clay necklaces brighten up a simple t-shirt look. $16-$20

“T” is based out of Portland, Oregon. Her mother escaped to the United States from the Vietnam War as a refugee. T’s business name UPPER METAL CLASS is an ode to the strong values, hard work, determination and hardship that her family and the many diverse families of color around her endure, striving to become a part of the upper middle class life in this country.

UPPER METAL CLASS
Lightweight minimalist copper jewelry handmade by artists down in Portland and inspired by math, architecture, and nature. $32 - $48
JEWELRY BY THE SEA
Inspired by the natural environment George Estrella, the artist, lived in, these beautiful sterling silver jewelries add fine details to any outfits. $30+

SIKHTOONS

LABELS CONFINE US STORIES DEFINE US

SIKHTOONS POSTCARD SET
Vishavjit Singh began drawing cartoons after 9/11 to tell the story of Sikh Americans and fight ignorance. He’s a real-life superhero who dresses as Captain America and uses his words and art to make the world a more empathetic and understanding place. $15
OUR STORIES, OUR VOICES
21 YA Authors get real about injustice, empowerment, and growing up female in America

Twenty-one amazing women share their stories with the world. This book empowers readers through the diverse perspectives of women who grew up in America. $18.99

ASIAN AMERICAN FEMINISMS & WOMEN OF COLOR POLITICS

Asian American Feminisms & Women of Color Politics features essays from senior and rising scholars on the topic of decolonizing feminism. $30

Purchase over the phone by calling 206.623.5124 x203
**GANG OF FOUR** Let’s come together as one to build up the community that we care about. Four amazing leaders from different background fight for the same cause while building lifelong friendships.

**BUILDING TRADITION** A new book for 2018 written by the esteemed Dr. Marie Wong about the history of our own Chinatown-International District. Published by one of our favorite local businesses, Chin Music Press. $19.95

**HUM BOWS, NOT HOT DOGS!** The long-awaited reprint originally created by the late and great community activist and friend, Uncle Bob. Humbows forever! $19.95

**THE FORGING OF A BLACK COMMUNITY** Quintard Taylor’s history of the Central District is not only about the people who lived and worked there, but also their activism and how they have shaped the Seattle we know today. $25
BE EVERYTHING AT ONCE
Read the daily life of a Korean immigrant and her journey through comic strips. It’s heartfelt, fun, and inspiring all at once. $14.95

HOW TO DRAW CUTE ANIMALS
Learn how to draw the cutest animals ever with local artist Angela Nguyen. This book is great for all ages! Also check out Angela’s first book, How to Draw Cute Stuff! $12.95

HELLO KITTY SUSHI PLUSHIES
Hello Kitty plus sushi. What’s not to love? Store treasures in the zippered pouch... just not your snacks! $18

All current members receive a 20% discount coupon in the mail May 2019. Renew at wingluke.org/membership
NICE RICE SHOP
DIM SUM STUFFIES
Comfy and deliciously cute. These locally handmade hum bao, dumpling, and rice ball stuffies by the family-run Nice Rice Shop come in sizes big and small to match your appetite for adorableness! $8 - $34

YEAR OF THE PIG ONESIE
Welcome a new little person into your life with this cheerful onesie. The Year of the Pig design comes from Seattle artist and UW alumna Quinn Osborn. Available in three sizes! $25

QUINN OSBORN
For our inaugural Lunar New Year design contest, we asked the public to design the Year of the Pig. Though there were many amazing pig design submissions, we’re happy to announce the winner Quinn Osborn. Graduating from the University of Washington in Interdisciplinary Visual Arts, Quinn uses different mediums to explore a variety of artistic disciplines while mixing things up to create something wholly unique.
PUNCHING PANDAS

Nolen Lee was born and raised in Portland, Oregon where the rainy weather and lack of sunshine led him to be referred to as the “weird one” by family and friends. After chickening out of pursuing a career in art and earning a Master’s in civil engineering, he decided to return to his first love of making art and animation. Outside of dealing with belligerent panda attacks, Nolen spends most of his day working as a freelance artist from his home in Seattle. He also got married somehow.

THE PANDA IS FAT book
Haiku for living your best life by our one and only favorite Punching Panda
$14.99

PUNCHING PANDAS PRINT
Nolen Lee, a local artist, brings his original character to iconic Seattle spots. $25

PUNCHING PANDA STUFFIE
This tough-looking panda is just a big softie! Stands about 10” tall. $35
LE PETITE ELEFANT GENEVIEVE SANTOS
Genevieve Santos brings out the child inside all of us with her heartwarming illustrations. Decorate your everyday life and commemorate a special moment. Pictured here is just a small selection of her watercolor illustrations as hard enamel pins.

SMALL RINI LADY A techie by day and a crafter by night, Seattle-based Canadian artist behind SMALL RINI LADY is a computer programmer and a cosplayer.

ON POINT PINS Based out of Seattle, WA, On Point Pins is a passion project to create wearable art showcasing love for food, design, pop culture and more.
NIKONEKO  NIKONEKO is a local studio run by Sam Yang that makes cute whimsical lifestyle goods. Sam often pulls inspiration from her Chinese heritage and from her love of Japanese and Korean culture. She hopes that through her artwork, she can help promote Asian culture while also giving people a bit of happiness and joy.

RHODODO ZIPPER POUCH  Seattle-based artist Rhodora Jacob uses modern and whimsical influences to create intricate compositions. These canvas bags are great for holding stationery, make up, or other small items. They come with a black zipper loop for easy carrying. $16

CM-2 SCARF  This beautiful silk scarf was designed by Japanese American artist Tamiko Thiel is based on her design for the Connection Machine-2 supercomputer. $60

See the CM-2 design in the Connection Machine-2 in the Worlds Beyond Here exhibitions!

ENFU RESIST HAT  Enfu is a Seattle-based digital illustrator who uses a characters and colors to create worlds of magic. His “RESIST” illustration use socially-charged symbolism to create a dialogue. A free download link on his website encourages you to use his illustration to raise funds for organizations you feel passionate about. $10
ANNUAL SPRING SALE 30% - 50% OFF

Beginning in May, shop at the Marketplace and enjoy 30% - 50% off in our annual Spring Sale, featuring items such as beautiful Stowaway Jewelry, APIA Books, lightweight scarves, essential cookbooks and more.

BRUCE LEE FIGPIN This 3” pin is like no other! Drop by to see the outstanding quality of FigPin’s genius figurine enamel pins. Get one for your shelf and one to wear! $15

A DRAGON LIVES HERE T-SHIRT Show you’re a true follower in the know about Bruce’s life in Seattle. The back features an inspiring quote from Bruce: “The key to immortality is first living a life worth remembering.” $36

BRUCE LEE MAGNET Celebrate Bruce’s philosophy, legacy, and life by keeping this magnet in your home or office. $6.95

BRUCE LEE CAP Sport the Golden Dragon’s iconic signature. Perfect for summer travels. $35.95

ANNUAL SPRING SALE 30% - 50% OFF

Beginning in May, shop at the Marketplace and enjoy 30% - 50% off in our annual Spring Sale, featuring items such as beautiful Stowaway Jewelry, APIA Books, lightweight scarves, essential cookbooks and more.
Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**

- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 50% off admission for member’s friends & family*
- 15% off all tours for one person
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to The Wing newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**

All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**

All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to 4 children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**PATRON $150 (Best Value)**

All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1,000 museums nationwide

*Members must be present at time of visit. Not valid for prearranged or private tours.